B162.R3
Revel, Jean-Francois
The monk and the philosopher

B580.H875
Marcus Aurelius, Emperor of Rome
[Meditations. English] The meditations of the emperor Marcus Aurelius Antoninus / translated by Francis Hutcheson and James Moor ; edited and with an introduction by James Moore and Michael Silverthorne

B809.3.B76
Eric Bronner, Stephen
Of critical theory and its theorists

B819.E99
Existentialism : from Dostoevsky to Sartre / edited, selected, and introduced by Walter Kaufmann

B824.4.C656
Il concetto di libertà nell’Rinascimento : atti del XVIII convegno internazionale, (Chianciano-Pienza 17-20 luglio 2006 / a cura di Luisa Secchi Tarugi

B945.D384J68
Joseph, Marc A.
Donald Davidson

B945.K794F58
Fitch, G.W.
Saul Kripke

B945.P874D44
De Gaynesford, Maximilian
Hilary Putnam

B945.S444D48
DeVries, Willem A.
Wilfrid Sellars

BD21.E38
Edel, Abraham
The theory and practice of philosophy / Abraham Edel ; with a new introduction by Peter Hare, Irwing Louis Horowitz

BF575.H3584
Sternberg, Robert J.
The nature of hate / Robert J. Sternberg, Karin Sternberg
BF692.2.A55

Anselmi, Dina L.

Questions of gender: perspectives and paradoxes / Dina L. Anselmi, Anne L. Law

BJ1291.M8

Musawi Lari, Mujtaba Sayyid

Ethics and spiritual growth / Mujtaba Sayyid Musawa Lari ; translated by Ali Quli Qaria

BJ1402.B33

Badiou, Alain

Ethics: an essay on the understanding of evil / Alain Badiou ; translated and introduced by Peter Hallward

BL48.R4

de Vries, Hent

Religion : beyond a concept

BL1238.32.C45

Chistolini, Sandra

Ramakrishna, Vivekananda, Gandhi : maestri senza scuola

BQ7425.R44
Articles of faith: the collected Tablet journalism of Graham Greene / edited with an introduction by Ian Thomson

BQ7450.O9
Nouwen, Henri J.M.
Letters to Marc about Jesus: living a spiritual life in a material world

BQT355.S8
Suarez, Federico
About being a priest

BQT683.S6
Spohn, William C.
Go and do likewise: Jesus and ethics

BQT804.P3 2007
Papini, Giovanni
Storia di Cristo

BQT823.D8
Duquesne, Jacques
The Messiah: an illustrated biography of Jesus Christ
Bloesch, Donald G.
The last things: resurrection, judgment, glory

Vial Correa, Juan de Dios
The dignity of the dying person: proceedings of the fifth assembly of the Pontifical Academy for life

Vial Correa, Juan de Dios
Evangelium vitae: five years of confrontation with the society

Vial Correa, Juan de Dios
Human genome, human person and the society of the future: proceedings of fourth assembly of the Pontifical Academy for life

Vial Correa, Juan de Dios
Identity and statute of human embryo: proceedings of third assembly of the Pontifical academy for life
Exploring Christian spirituality : essays in honor of Sandra M. Schneiders, IHM / edited by Bruce H. Lescher, Elizabeth Liebert

BQT2188.H6

Holmes, Urban T.

A history of Christian spirituality : an analytical introduction / Urban T. Holmes, III

BQT2188.N5

Nichols, Aidan

A spirituality for the twenty-first century

BQT2188.W5

Wicks, Robert J.

Everyday simplicity : a practical guide to spiritual growth

BQT2244.E5

Enciclopedia della preghiera / C. Rossini e P. Sciadini, editori ; in collaborazione con L. Borriello, E. Caruana, M.R. Del Genio

BQT2661.E813 Cab.

Escriva, Josemaria

The Way of the Cross
BQT3109.C8
Cunnane, Finola
New directions in religious education

BQT3161.B2T7
Trese, Leo J.
The faith explained

BQT3512.O6R6
Romano, Giuseppe
Opus Dei : chi, come, perché'

BQT4501.O5
O'Neill, Colman E.
Sacramental realism : a general theory of the sacraments

CB161.M372
Mason, Colin
A short history of the future : surviving the 2030 Spike

CCN751.V536
Vidal-Naquet, Pierre
The Atlantis story : a short history of Plato's myth

CCN776.32.S554
Simmons, Alan H.
The neolithic revolution in the Near East : transforming the human landscape

CCN851.O5
On the fringe of society : archaeological and ethnoarchaeological perspectives on pastoral and agricultural societies / edited by Benjamin A. Saidel, Eveline J. van der Steen

CD971.S35
Le scienze applicate nella salvaguardia e nella riproduzione degli archivi / Centro di fotoriproduzione legatoria e restauro degli Archivi di Stato

D16.4.G7P45
Phillips, Ian
Teaching history : developing as a reflective secondary teacher

DA950.A3 2008
Adelman, Paul
Great Britain and the Irish question, 1798-1921. - 3rd ed. / Paul Adelman and Robert Pearce ; revised and updated / by Sally Waller, Angela Leonard and Geoff Woodward
DC138.V572

Visions and revisions of eighteenth-century France / edited by Christine Adams, Jack R. Censer, and Lisa Jane Graham

DG867.3.A52 1866

Amari, Michele

Laguerra del Vespro Siciliano / scritta da Michele Amari. - 7a ed. / rivista dall'autore

DP269.G72

Graham, Helen

The Spanish Civil War : a very short introduction

DS41.D458

Bulletin d'etudes orientales / Institut francais de Damas

DS81.C65

Atti del II Congresso internazionale di studi fenici e punici : Roma, 9-14 novembre 1987
La cultura ebraica nell'editoria italiana (1955-1990) : repertorio bibliografico / [a cura del Centro di cultura ebraica della Communità ebraica di Roma ; coordinamento scientifico e della ricerca, Bice Migliau]

DS247.K8554

Smith, Simon C.

Kuwait, 1950-1965 : Britain, the al-Sabah, and oil

DS735.F35 1998

Fairbank, John King

China : a new history / John King Fairbank and Merle Goldman

DS773.M335

McAleavy, Henry

A dream of Tartary : the origins and misfortunes of Henry P'u Yi

DT335.B457 A/V

Beltrami, Vanni

Il Sahara centro-orientale dalla preistoria ai tempi dei nomadi Tubu / Vanni Beltrami ; con le fotografie e i riassunti in inglese di Harry Proto = The Central-Oriental Sahara from prehistory to the times of the nomadic Tubus / Vanni Beltrami ; with photographs and English summaries by Harry Proto

E183.8.G7R4 P.B.

Renwick of Clifton, Robin William, Baron
Can the 'special relationship' survive into the 21st century?

GE170.P834

Public participation and better environmental decisions: the promise and limits of participatory processes for the quality of environmentally related decision-making / Frans H.J.M. Cohen, editor

GF551.R634

Roberts, Brian K.

Landscapes, documents and maps: villages in Northern England and beyond, AD 900-1250

GN269.R33

Wade, Peter

Race, ethnicity and nation: perspectives from kinship and genetics

GN281.G358

Gamble, Clive

Origins and revolutions: human identity in earliest prehistory

GN397.5.A68

Pink, Sarah

Applications of anthropology: professional anthropology in the twenty-first century
Meals in a social context: aspects of the communal meal in the Hellenistic and Roman world / edited by Inge Nielsen and Hanne Sigismund Nielsen

Exploring sport and exercise psychology / edited by Judy L. Van Raalte, Britton W. Brewer

Sports in the lives of children and adolescents: success on the field and in life

Matthew Bourne and his Adventures in Motion Pictures / in conversation with Alastair Macaulay

Statistical yearbook of the Republic of China / Directorate-General of Budget, Accounting & Statistics

Econometric theory
HB171.5.S25 2001
Samuelson, Paul A.
Economics / Paul A. Samuelson, William D. Nordhaus

HC79.C3I5214
Infrastructure for poor people : public policy for private provision / edited by Penelope J. Brook, Timothy C. Irwin

HC79.P6C48
Chossudovsky, Michael
The globalisation of poverty : impacts of IMF and World Bank reforms

HC241.2.G76
Growing regions, growing Europe : fourth report on economic and social cohesion / European Commission

HC244.5.C658
Comparing social welfare systems in Southern Europe. Volume 3 , Florence Conference: France-Southern Europe / [MIRE]; scientific coordination, Ugo Ascoli ... [et al.]; texts collected by Bruno Palier

HD57.7.D43
Deans, Fran
Coaching and mentoring for leadership development in civil society / [by] Fran Deans and Louise Oakley ; with Rick James and Rebecca Wrigley
HD6095.S34
Schneider, Dorothy
The ABC-CLIO companion to women in the workplace / Dorothy Schneider and Carl J. Schneider

HD6278.USF73
Freeman, Richard B.
The overeducated American

HE152.6.A53
Analytical studies in transport economics / edited by Andrew F. Daughety

HF1016.R634 A/V
Robertson, Chris
Business statistics : a multimedia guide to concepts and applications / Chris Robertson ; with software by Moya McCloskey

HF5415.K6314 2008
Principles of marketing / Philip Kotler ... [et al.]

HF5415.M37 1990
Marketing classics: a selection of influential articles / [edited by] Ben M. Enis, Keith K. Cox, Michael P. Mokwa

HF5548.2.O23 2008 A/V

O'Brien, James A.

Introduction to information systems / James A. O'Brien, George M. Marakas

HF5667.J66

Jones, Peter

Statistical sampling and risk analysis in auditing

HF5668.25.C63

Codification of standards for the professional practice of internal auditing / Institute of Internal Auditors Staff

HF5668.25.I578

Internal auditing / edited by A.D. Chambers

HF5686.C7K85

Kwok, Benny K.B.

Accounting irregularities in financial statements: a definitive guide for litigators, auditors, and fraud investigators
HG221.K634
Kobler-Reinfeldt, August
How you can achieve prosperity: make your money work for you!

HG3751.5.L36
Lambrecht, Marc B.
The Basel II rating: ensuring access to finance for your business

HG4026.E473
Emery, Gary W.
Corporate finance: principles and practice

HM22.R336
Radkau, Joachim
Max Weber: a biography / Joachim Radkau; translated by Patrick Camiller

HM51.A32
Adams, Bert N.
Contemporary sociological theory / Bert N. Adams, R.A. Sydie

HM586.H45 2008
Henslin, James M.
Sociology: a down-to-earth approach

HM621.B33
Bachmann-Medick, D
Cultural Turns: Neuorientierungen in den Kulturwissenschaften

HN385.R9
Ryder, Judith
Modern English society: history and structure, 1850-1970 / Judith Ryder & Harold Silver

HQ77.9.C4813
Chiland, Chiland
Transsexualism: illusion and reality / Colette Chiland; translated by Philip Slotkin

HQ614.F57
Firth, Raymond
Families and their relatives: kinship in a middle-class sector of London; an anthropological study / [by] Raymond Firth, Jane Hubert, Anthony Forge, with the team of the "London Kinship Project"

HQ1061.D85
Dunkle, Ruth
The oldest old in everyday life: self perception, coping with change, and stress / Ruth Dunkle, Beverly Roberts, and Marie Haug

HQ1170.J443

Jeffery, Patricia

Frogs in a well: Indian women in Purdah

HQ1190.S46

Singer, Linda

Erotic welfare: sexual theory and politics in the age of epidemic / Linda Singer; edited and introduced by Judith Butler and Maureen MacGrogan

HT166.W33

Watson, Georgia Butina

Identity by design / Georgia Butina Watson and Ian Bentley

HV295.5.L4

Lejn suriet ġodda ta' wens u sedqa: proposti ta' strategija għall-żejjieni biex tissaħħaħ il-ġustizzja soċjali b'mezzi oħra flimkien ma' l-ghajnuna fi flus / Ministeru tal-Politika Soċjali = A caring society in a changing world: proposals for a social welfare strategy for the nineties and beyond / Ministry for Social Policy

HV2493.L56

Ling, Daniel

Foundations of spoken language for hearing-impaired children
Parkman, Tim
Countering terrorist finance : a training handbook for financial services / Tim Parkman and Gill Peeling

Understanding and responding to terrorism / edited by H. Durmaz ... [et al.]

Stille, Alexander
Excellent cadavers : the mafia and the death of the first Italian Republic

Iyer, Nigel
Fraud and corruption : prevention and detection ; Tightrope : a story of fraud and corruption / Nigel Iyer and Martin Samociuk

Wilding, Edward
Information risk and security : preventing and investigating workplace computer crime
McLellan, David
Marx

JA71.D778
Dufour, Dany-Robert
The art of shrinking heads: on the new servitude of the liberated in the age of total capitalism / Dany-Robert Dufour; translated by David Macey

JA71.D778
Dufour, Dany-Robert
The art of shrinking heads: on the new servitude of the liberated in the age of total capitalism / Dany-Robert Dufour; translated by David Macey

JK271.G35
Garson, G. David
Power and politics in the United States: a political economy approach

JK271.P43 1986
Peters, B. Guy
American public policy: promise and performance

JN30.E875
Ammendola, Giuseppe
European Union: multidisciplinary views

JN5657.U38I37
Ieraci, Giuseppe
L'Ulivo e la libertà: governi e partiti in Italia nella democrazia dell’alternanza

K30.I5
Logan, R.G.
Information sources in law

KC10.I5
Scott, Shirley V.
International law and politics: key documents

KC218.T6T55
Scott, Craig
Torture as tort: comparative perspectives on the development of transnational human rights litigation

KC269.M4
Meng, Qing-nan
Land-based marine pollution: international law development
Barber, Peter
Diplomacy : the world of the honest spy

Sanders, Andrew
Criminal justice / Andrew Sanders and Richard Young

Buckley, R.A.
The law of negligence

Woolf, Emile
Legal liabilities of practising accountants

Letwin, William
Law and economic policy in America : the evolution of the Sherman Antitrust Act
Bond, Robert
Software contracts: law, practice and precedents

KW73.E8
EU enlargement: the constitutional impact at EU and national level / edited by Alfred E. Kellermann, Jaap W. de Zwaan, Jeno Czuczai

KW98.S7
Spencer, Michael
1992 and all that: civil liberties in the balance

KW109.8.B47
Bergamini, Elisabetta
La concorrenza tra professionisti nel mercato interno dell'Unione europea

KW128.2.P47
Boele-Woelki, Katharina
Perspectives for the unification and harmonisation of family law in Europe

LA210.S35
Schwebel, Milton
Who can be educated?
LA721.82.H43
Hearnden, Arthur
Education in the two Germanies

LB43.C658
Common interests, uncommon goals: histories of the World Council of Comparative Education Societies and its members / edited by Vandra Masemann, Mark Bray & Maria Manzon

LB880.F47N46
Chistolini, Sandra
Neoumanesimo e postmodernita : saggi in onore di Mario Ferracuti

LB1028.24.M46
Meier, Daniel R.
Learning from young children in the classroom : the art & science of teacher research / Daniel R. Meier, Barbara Henderson

LB1028.43.C658
Computing in humanities education: a European perspective / edited by Koenraad de Smedt ... [et al.]

LB1028.A7 2006
Introduction to research in education / Donald Ary ... [et al.]
Chistolini, Sandra
Laboratorio di pedagogia sperimentale: l'aula universitaria come cantiere di ricerca

Bilton, Helen
Learning outdoors: improving the quality of young children's play outdoors

Slavin, Robert E.
Educational psychology: theory and practice

Canfield, Jack
100 ways to enhance self-concept in the classroom: a handbook for teachers, counselors, and group leaders / Jack Canfield, Harold Clive Wells

Sternberg, Robert J.
Dynamic testing: the nature and measurement of learning potential / Robert J. Sternberg, Elena L. Grigorenko
Nutbrown, Cathy

Working with babies and children : from birth to three / Cathy Nutbrown and Jools Page

Tassoni, Penny

Children's care, learning & development / Penny Tassoni, Kath Bulman, Kate Beith

Williams, Jill

Planning and using time in the foundation stage / Jill Williams and Karen McInnes

Featherstone, Sally

Making it work in Year 1 : to help Year 1 teachers support continuity and progression from the Foundation Stage

Clough, Peter

Clay in the primary school
Jackman, Hilda L.

Early childhood curriculum: a child's connection to the world

LB1139.5.L35B43 2009

Beaty, Janice J.

50 early childhood literacy strategies

LB1140.2.S77

Starting strong: early childhood education and care

LB1140.25.G7S87

Supporting children's learning in the early years / edited by Linda Miller and Jane Devereux

LB1575.W73

Wray, David

Extending knowledge in practice: primary English / David Wray, Jane Medwell

LB1576.L43

Leadership in English language education: theoretical foundations and practical skills for changing times / edited by MaryAnn Christison and Denise E. Murray

LB1632.R45
Reilly, Jeanne

Target : thinking and speaking in primary schools : essential reading for effective learning for class teachers, SENCOs and support for learning staff / Jeanne Reilly and Sarah Murray

LB2331.A28

Accountability or freedom for teachers? / Donald Bligh, editor ; Norman Lindop ... [et al.]

LB2332.7.S55

Singh, Jasbir K.S.

Whispers of change : female staff numbers in Commonwealth universities

LB2369.B38 1994

Berry, Ralph

The research project : how to write it

LB2395.T434 2008

Die technik wissenschaftlichen Arbeitens : Eine praktische Anleitung / Norbert Franck, Joachim Stary (hg.)

LB2805.H68

Hostrop, Richard W.

Managing education for results
Strike, Kenneth A.
The ethics of school administration / Kenneth A. Strike, Emil J. Haller, Jonas F. Soltis

Bacon, William
Public accountability and the schooling system: a sociology of school board democracy

Violence in American schools: a practical guide for counselors / editors, Daya Singh Sandhu, Cheryl Blalock Aspy

Marshall, Ray
Thinking for a living: education and the wealth of nations / Ray Marshall and Marc Tucker

Clignet, Remi
Liberty and equality in the educational process: a comparative sociology of education

Miller, Harry L.
Social foundations of education : an urban focus

LC1090.C58

Cittadinanza e convivenza civile nella scuola europea : saggi in onore di Luciano Corradini / Sandra Chistolini (a cura di)

LC1099.3.V64

Vogt, W. Paul

Tolerance & education : learning to live with diversity and difference

LC4602.M36

McClintock, Ann B.

Drama for mentally handicapped children

LC5259.H357

Hall, David O.W.

New Zealand adult education

M6.D4

Deutsche orgel-und Claviersmusik der Bach-Zeit : werke in erstausgaben / herausgegeben von Siebert Rampe = German organ and keyboard music from bach's period : collection of first editions / edited by Siegbert Rampe
Buxtehude, Dietrich

Die frühesten notenhandschriften Johann Sebastian Bachs sowie Abschriften seines Schulers Johann Martin Schubart / mit werken von Dietrich Buxtehude, Johann Adam Reinken, Johann Pachelbel = Johann Sebastian Bach's earliest music manuscripts, and copies by his pupil Johann Martin Schubart / with works by Dietrich Buxtehude, Johann Adam Reinken, Johann Pachelbel

Bach, Johann Sebastian

Orgelweke : orgelchorale aus unterschiedlicher Uberlieferung / J.S. Bach ; herausgegeben von Reinmar Emans = Organ works : organ chorales from miscellaneous sources / J.S. Bach ; edited by Reinmar Emans

Bach, Johann Sebastian

Sechs partiten : erster teil der Klavierubung, BWV 825-830 / J.S. Bach ; herausgegeben von Richard Douglas Jones ; fingersatze von Ragna Schirmer = Six partitas : first part of the clavier ubung, BWV 825-830 / J.S. Bach ; edited by Richard Douglas Jones ; fingerings by Ragna Schirmer

Bach, Johann Sebastian

Samtliche Klavierwerke / herausgegeben von Johann-Sebastian-Bach-Institut (Gottingen), Bach-Archiv (Leipzig) = The complete piano works / edited by Johann-Sebastian-Bach-Institut (Gottingen), Bach-Archiv (Leipzig)
Beethoven, Ludwig van

Streichquartette, op. 18 / Beethoven ; herausgegeben von Jonathan Del Mar = String quartets, op. 18 / Beethoven ; edited by Jonathan Del Mar

Haydn, Joseph

Sinfonie in Es, Hob. I:84 / J. Haydn ; herausgegeben von Klaus Lippe, Sonja Gerlach = Symphony in Eb major, Hob. I:84 / J. Haydn ; edited by Klaus Lippe, Sonja Gerlach

Haydn, Joseph


Handel, George Frideric

[London's Glory] Concerto grosso, HWV 312, op. 3, nr. 1, B-dur = Bb major / Handel ; herausgegeben von Frederick Hudson = edited by Frederick Hudson
Handel, George Frideric

[London's Glory] Concerto grosso, [HWV 313], op. 3, nr. 2, B-dur = Bb major / Georg Friedrich Handel ; herausgegeben von Frederick Hudson = edited by Frederick Hudson

Handel, George Frideric

[London's Glory] Concerto grosso, HWV 314, op. 3, nr. 3, G-dur = G major / Handel ; herausgegeben von Frederick Hudson = edited by Frederick Hudson

Handel, George Frideric

[London's Glory] Concerto grosso, [HWV 315], op. 3, nr. 4, F-dur = F major / Georg Friedrich Handel ; herausgegeben von Frederick Hudson = edited by Frederick Hudson

Handel, George Frideric


Handel, George Frideric

Handel, George Frideric

[Grand Concertos] Concerto grosso, HWV 319, op. 6, nr. 1, G-dur = G major / Handel ; herausgegeben von Adolf Hoffmann, Hans Ferdinand Redlich = edited by Adolf Hoffmann, Hans Ferdinand Redlich

Handel, George Frideric

[Grand Concertos] Concerto grosso, HWV 320, op. 6, nr. 2, F-dur = F major / Georg Friedrich Handel ; herausgegeben von Hans Ferdinand Redlich, Adolf Hoffmann = edited by Hans Ferdinand Redlich, Adolf Hoffmann

Handel, George Frideric

[Grand Concertos] Concerto grosso, HWV 321, op. 6, nr. 3, E-moll = E minor / Georg Friedrich Handel ; herausgegeben von Hans Ferdinand Redlich, Adolf Hoffmann = edited by Hans Ferdinand Redlich, Adolf Hoffmann

Handel, George Frideric

[Grand Concertos] Concerto grosso, HWV 322, op. 6, nr. 4, A-moll = A minor / Georg Friedrich Handel ; herausgegeben von Hans Ferdinand Redlich, Adolf Hoffmann = edited by Hans Ferdinand Redlich, Adolf Hoffmann

Handel, George Frideric
Handel, George Frideric

[Grand Concertos] Concerto grosso, HWV 323, op. 6, nr. 5, D-dur = D major / Handel ; herausgegeben von Adolf Hoffmann, Hans Ferdinand Redlich = edited by Adolf Hoffmann, Hans Ferdinand Redlich

M1140.H3 324

Handel, George Frideric

[Grand Concertos] Concerto grosso, HWV 324, op. 6, nr. 6, G-moll = G minor / Handel ; herausgegeben von Adolf Hoffmann, Hans Ferdinand Redlich = edited by Adolf Hoffmann, Hans Ferdinand Redlich

M1140.H3 325

Handel, George Frideric

[Grand Concertos] Concerto grosso, [HWV 325], op. 6, nr. 7, B-dur = Bb major / Georg Friedrich Handel ; herausgegeben von Hans Ferdinand Redlich, Adolf Hoffmann = edited by Hans Ferdinand Redlich, Adolf Hoffmann

M1140.H3 326

Handel, George Frideric

[Grand Concertos] Concerto grosso, [HWV 326], op. 6, nr. 8, C-moll = C minor / Georg Friedrich Handel ; herausgegeben von Hans Ferdinand Redlich, Adolf Hoffmann = edited by Hans Ferdinand Redlich, Adolf Hoffmann

M1140.H3 327

Handel, George Frideric

[Grand Concertos] Concerto grosso, [HWV 327], op. 6, nr. 9, F-dur = F major / Georg Friedrich Handel ; herausgegeben von Hans Ferdinand Redlich, Adolf Hoffmann = edited by Hans Ferdinand Redlich, Adolf Hoffmann
M1140.H3 328

Handel, George Frideric

[Grand Concertos] Concerto grosso, [HWV 328], op. 6, nr. 10, D-moll = D minor / Georg Friedrich Handel ; herausgegeben von Hans Ferdinand Redlich, Adolf Hoffmann = edited by Hans Ferdinand Redlich, Adolf Hoffmann

M1140.H3 329

Handel, George Frideric

[Grand Concertos] Concerto grosso, HWV 329, op. 6, nr. 11, A-dur = A major / Handel ; herausgegeben von Adolf Hoffmann, Hans Ferdinand Redlich = edited by Adolf Hoffmann, Hans Ferdinand Redlich

M1140.H3 330

Handel, George Frideric

[Grand Concertos] Concerto grosso, HWV 330, op. 6, nr. 12, H-moll = B minor / Handel ; herausgegeben von Adolf Hoffmann, Hans Ferdinand Redlich = edited by Adolf Hoffmann, Hans Ferdinand Redlich

M1140.H3 332

Handel, George Frideric

Concerto a due cori, HWV 332 B-dur = Bb major / herausgegeben von Frederick Hudson = edited by Frederick Hudson

M1500.H3A4

Handel, George Frideric

M1500.H3O7
Handel, George Frideric

Oreste: opera in tre atti, HWV A11 / Georg Friedrich Handel; herausgegeben von Bernd Baselt

M1500.H3R5
Handel, George Frideric

Riccardo Primo, re d'Inghilterra / Georg Friedrich Handel; herausgegeben von Terence Best

M1500.H3R5
Handel, George Frideric

Rinaldo, HWV 7a / herausgegeben von David R.B. Kimbell

M1500.H3S4
Handel, George Frideric

[Xerxes] Serse: opera in tre atti, HWV 40 / Georg Friedrich Handel; neuausgabe von Terence Best

M1999.B3 248
Bach, Johann Sebastian

Weihnachts-oratorium, BWV 248 / J.S. Bach; herausgegeben von Walter Blankenburg, Alfred Durr = Christmas oratorio, BWV 248 / J.S. Bach; edited by Walter Blankenburg, Alfred Durr
Handel, George Frideric

*Messiah* : oratio in three parts / Handel ; edited by John Tobin = Der Messias : oratorium in drei teilen / Handel ; herausgegeben von John Tobin

Haydn, Joseph


Haydn, Joseph


Haydn, Joseph


Haydn, Joseph

Messen, Nr. 5-8 / Joseph Haydn; herausgegeben von H.C. Robbins Landon; in verbindung mit Karl Heinz Fussl, und Christa Landon

M2009.H39 7
Haydn, Joseph

ML410.H13H87
Hurley, David Ross
Handel's muse: patterns of creation in his oratorios and musical dramas, 1743-1751

ML410.H359A6
Hogwood, Christopher
Handel

ML410.R8A1
Rossini, 1792-1992: mostra storico-documentaria / a cura di Mauro Bucarelli

MT49.H35
Handel, George Frideric
Continuo playing according to Handel [music]: his figured bass exercises / with a commentary by David Ledbetter
N60.B74
Brewer, Chris
Artists: exploring art through the study of five great lives

N71.G64
Gombrich, E.H.
Art, perception, and reality / E.H. Gombrich, Julian Hochberg, Max Black

N84.E38
Eisner, Elliot W.
The arts and the creation of mind

N85.W45
What is research in the visual arts? : obsession, archive, encounter / edited by Michael Ann Holly and Marquard Smith

N353.E34
Efland, Arthur D.
Art and cognition: integrating the visual arts in the curriculum

N6494.C8B37 1974
Barr, Alfred H.

Cubism and abstract art: painting, sculpture, constructions, photography, architecture, industrial art, theatre, films, posters, typography

N7445.3.B373 2006

Baudelaire, Charles


N8354.P37

Parker, Rozsika

Old mistresses: women, art and ideology / Rozsika Parker and Griselda Pollock

NA859.N5P45

Philippou, Styliane

Oscar Niemeyer: curves of irreverence

NA1353.Z86A35

Zumthor, Peter

Thinking architecture / Peter Zumthor; [translation, Maureen Oberli-Turner, Catherine Schelbert]

NA2543.T68M35

McLaren, Brian L.

Architecture and tourism in Italian colonial Libya: an ambivalent modernism
NA2545.A3S26
Salmon, Geoffrey
Caring environments for frail and elderly people

NA6840.I7M3
Mazzamuto, Antonella
Teatri di Sicilia

NA7461.7.V47
Verner, Corinne
Villas and courtyard houses of Marocco / Corinne Verner ; photographs by Cecile Treal and Jean-Michel Ruiz

NA9050.5.P37
Parolek, Daniel G.
Form-based codes : a guide for planners, urban designers, municipalities, and developers / Daniel G. Parolek, Karen Parolek, Paul C. Crawford

NA9105.W75
Writing urbanism : a design reader / edited by Douglas Kelbaugh and Kit Krankel McCullough
NC760.C45
Civardi, Giovanni
Drawing human anatomy

NC765.C455
Civardi, Giovanni
Drawing the male nude

NC765.C57
Civardi, Giovanni
Drawing the female nude

ND621.B7C28
Captured emotions : Baroque painting in Bologna, 1575-1725 / edited by Andreas Henning and Scott Schaefer ; with essays by Charles Dempsey ... [et al.]

ND623.C26A4
Caravaggio : articles from the Burlington magazine / [Hermann Voss ... [et al.]]

ND623.C4R63
Robertson, Clare
The invention of Annibale Carracci
ND623.S162M56 Fine Arts

Minardi, Mauro

Lorenzo e Jacopo Salimbeni: vicende e protagonisti della pittura tardogotica nelle Marche e in Umbria

ND1089.H5 2000

Hijji, Muhammad

Drawings from Libya / design and drawings annotations by Mohammed Hijji; translated into English by Chedly Bel Falah; calligraphy (sic) by M’Sallemsi Mizouni = Rusum min Libya / al-tasmim wa al-ta’liqat al-dakhiliya, Muhammad Hijji; al-tarjama ila al-inkliziya, Al-Shadhily bi Al-Falih; al-khutut, Al-Musallamy Al-Mayzuny

ND2550.2.C66

Il colore negato e il colore ritrovato: storie e procedimenti di occultamento e deschialbo delle pitture murali / a cura di Cristina Danti, Alberto Felici

P40.W55

Williams, Glyn

Sociolinguistics: a sociological critique / Glyn Williams; foreword by Joshua Fishman

P41.H67

Holmes, Janet

An introduction to sociolinguistics
Janicki, Karol
The foreigner's language: a sociolinguistic perspective

Lyons, John
Chomsky

Desinan, Claudio
Formazione e comunicazione

Herman, Edward S.
The global media: the new missionaries of corporate capitalism / Edward S. Herman and Robert W. McChesney

Age in L2 acquisition and teaching / Christain Abello-Contesse ... [et al.]

Long, Michael H.
Second language needs analysis
Ricento, Thomas
An introduction to language policy : theory and method

The handbook of language and gender / edited by Janet Holmes and Miriam Meyerhoff

Marangoni, Claudio
Supplementum etymologicum Latinum

Virgil
Vergil's Eclogues / edited by Katharina Volk

Vergil's Georgics / edited by Katharina Volk
Williams, Raymond
Keywords: a vocabulary of culture and society

PE1591.R7 1987
Kirkpatrick, Betty
Roget's thesaurus of English words and phrases. - New ed. / prepared by Betty Kirkpatrick

PE3112.E37 2006
Eisenberg, Peter
Grundriss der deutschen Grammatik

PJ6167.M33
McLoughlin, L.J.
A learner's dictionary of classical Arabic idioms: Arabic-English

PJ7694.E8A73
Arabic short stories / translated by Denys Johnson-Davies; with an introduction by Roger Allen

PL812.A4U313
Kafu, Nagai
PL833.I95M59
Miyazawa, Kenji


PL856.I5G313
Mizukami, Tsutomu

[Gan no tera. English]  The temple of the wild geese ; and, Bamboo dolls of Echizen : two novellas / by Tsutomu Mizukami ; translated with a postscript by Dennis Washburn

PL856.I83S513
Miura, Tetsuo

[Shinobugawa. English]  Shame in the blood : a novel

PL865.A7A6
Yasuoka, Shotaro

[Short stories. English]  The glass slipper, and other stories / Shotaro Yasuoka ; translated from the Japanese by Royall Tyler

PNS1.S82
Stallybrass, Peter

The politics and poetics of transgression / Peter Stallybrass and Allon White
Murphy, James J.

Medieval rhetoric : a select bibliography

Rotondi Secchi Tarugi, Luisa

Disarmonia, bruttezza e bizzarria nel Rinascimento : atti del VII Convegno internazionale, Chianciano-Pienza, 17-20 luglio, 1995 / a cura di Luisa Secchi Tarugi

Fischer-Lichte, Erika


Leabhart, Thomas

Etienne Decroux

Priest, Patricia Joyner

Public intimacies : talk show participants and tell-all TV
Il cinema italiano contemporaneo: da "La dolce vita" a "Centochiodi"

Sinergie narrative: cinema e letteratura nell'Italia contemporanea / a cura di Guido Bonsaver, Martin McLaughlin e Franca Pellegrini

Novel images: literature in performance

Riscrivere: cinema e letteratura di consumo (Rohmer, Moravia, Olivieri, Tomasi di Lampedusa)

Film production notes

Francis Coppola
PN2071.I5N35
Napier, Mick
Improvisate: scene from the inside out

PN2071.I5Z56
Zimmerman, Suzi
More theatre games for young performers: improvisations and exercises for developing acting skills

PN2091.E4R4 2001
Reid, Francis
The stage lighting handbook

PN5117.C66
Conboy, Martin
The press and popular culture

PQ145.1.M55
Milner, Max
Le diable dans la litterature francaise: de Cazotte a Baudelaire, 1772-1861
Noacco, Cristina
La metamorphose dans la litterature francaise des XIIe et XIIIe siecles

PQ631.R87

Russo, Elena
Skeptical selves : empiricism and modernity in the French novel

PQ1905.B25

Backes, Jean-Louis
Racine

PQ2082.C3 2006

Voltaire
[Short stories. English. Selections] Candide and other stories / Voltaire ; translated with an introduction and notes by Roger Pearson

PQ2603.O7687F37

Bourbon Busset, Jacques de
La force des jours

PQ2605.A3734Z5

Camus, Albert
Fourton, Maud
Marguerite Duras, une poetique de "l'en alle" / Maud Fourton

Chessex, Jacques
Pardon mere : recit

Claudel, Philippe
Petite fabrique des reves et des realites

Bossier, Philiep
Ambasciatore della risa : la commedia dell'arte nel secondo Cinquecento (1545-1590)

[Commedie, IV]
Dante e la fabbrica della Commedia / a cura di Alfredo Cottignoli, Donatino Domini, Giorgio Gruppioni

Trovato, Paolo

Nuove prospettive sulla tradizione della "Commedia" : una guida filologico-linguistica al poema dantesco / a cura di Paolo Trovato

Cotrone, Renata

Ipiu grandi uomini stanno da se : la cultura estetica di Alessandro Verri / Renata Cotrone

Eco, Umberto

Foucault's pendulum

La Sicilia, il suo cuore : omaggio a Leonardo Sciascia, Palermo, Chiesa di Santa Maria dello Spasimo, 29 novembre - 6 dicembre 2004 / Fondazione Leonardo Sciascia ... [et al.]
PR95.S82
Standop, Ewald
Englische literaturgeschichte / Ewald Standop, Edgar Mertner

PR418.S64G73
Graham, Kenneth J.E.
The performance of conviction : plainness and rhetoric in the early English Renaissance

PR2248.P37
Parfitt, George
John Donne : a literary life

PR3001.B73
Bradshaw, Graham
Shakespeare's scepticism

PR3494.G657
Goldsmith : the gentle master / edited and introduced by Sean Lucy

PR4453.C4Z35
Crowther, Ian
G.K. Chesterton

PR6003.E282Z6
Foster, Paul
Beckett and Zen: a study of dilemma in the novels of Samuel Beckett

PR6019.O9U643
French, Marilyn
The book as world: James Joyce's Ulysses

PR6019.O9Z57
Lanters, Jose
Missed understandings: a study of stage adaptations of the works of James Joyce

PR6023.A93Z5
Becket, Fiona
The complete critical guide to D.H. Lawrence

PR8718.S69
Smyth, Gerry
Decolonisation and criticism: the construction of Irish literature
Aluko, T.M.  
One man, one wife

Berthoff, Warner  
American trajectories : authors and readings, 1790-1970

Davis, David Brion  
Homicide in American fiction, 1798-1860 : a study in social values

Erlich, Gloria C.  
Family themes and Hawthorne's fiction : the tenacious web

Kirby, David  
"The portrait of a lady" and "The turn of the screw " : Henry James and melodrama
Gibson, Mary Ellis
Epic reinvented: Ezra Pound and the Victorians

PS3535.I53A5

Riding, Laura
Anarchism is not enough / Laura Riding ; edited and with an introduction by Lisa Samuels

PT2468.J6 1966

Schiller, Friedrich
The maiden of Orleans: a romantic tragedy / by Johann Christoph Friedrich Schiller ; translated into English in verse forms of the original German by John T. Krumpelmann

QA76.73.J38S3 2005

Schildt, Herbert
Java: a beginner's guide

QA76.9.C55W385 2003

Waymire, Richard
SAMS teach yourself Microsoft SQL server 2000 in 21 days / Richard Waymire, Rick Sawtell

QA188.M558

Minc, Henryk
Nonnegative matrices
QC23.N457 1987
Nelkon, Michael
Advanced level physics / Michael Nelkon, Philip Parker

QD505.5.F73
A molecular view of heterogeneous catalysis : proceedings of the First Francqui Colloquium, 19-20 February 1996, Brussels / Eric G. Derouane, editor

QE651.S4
The sedimentary record of sea-level change / edited by Angela L. Coe ; authors, Angela L. Coe ... [et al.]

QH309.T3 1969
Taylor, Gordon Rattray
The biological time-bomb

QM23.2.G73 2005

QM535.S545 2001
Smith, Michelle M.
Pocket atlas of normal CT anatomy of the head and brain / Michelle M. Smith, Timothy L. Smith
Physiology : PreTest self-assessment and review. - 12 ed., International ed. / Patricia J. Metting

Evidence-based medicine : how to practice and teach EBM. - 3rd ed. / Sharon E. Straus ... [et al.]

Catholic bioethics and the gift of human life

Ensuring value for money in health care : the role of health technology assessment in the European Union / Corinna Sorensen, Michael Drummond, Panos Kanavos

Denmark : health system review / written by Martin Strandberg-Larsen ... [et al.] ; edited by Elias Mossialos
Kulzhanov, Maksut

Kazakhstan : health system review / written by Maksut Kulzhanov, Bernd Rechel ; edited by Bernd Rechel

RA569.3.E998

Extremely low frequency fields

RA615.3.I58 2007

International medical guide for ships : including the ship's medicine chest

RA967.B85 2008

Building type basics for healthcare facilities / Richard L. Kobus ... [et al.]

RA972.T48

White, T.

Textbook of management for doctors

RA1063.4.D558 2007

DiMaio, Vincent J.M.

Handbook of forensic pathology / Vincent J.M. DiMaio and Suzanna E. Dana

RB111.R62 1994
Robbins, Stanley L.
Robbins pathologic basis of disease. - 5th ed. / Ramzi S. Cotran, Vinay Kumar, Stanley L. Robbins ; managing editor, Frederick J. Schoen

RC55.C57 1995

Collier, J.A.B.

RC55.G85

Guide to the family medicine clerkship / editor, Susan Louisa Montauk ; assistant editors, Rick E. Ricer, Andrew T. Filak, Jr.

RC76.J37 2008 A/V

Physical examination and health assessment / [edited by] Carolyn Jarvis

RC78.7.T62J336

Jadvar, H.
Clinical PET and PET/CT / H. Jadvar, J.A. Parker

RC394.H85H75 P.B.

Huntington's chorea (HD) in Malta : epidemiology and origins / P. Grassivaro Gallo ... [et al.]. - p. 115-125
Jennings, Sue
Dramatherapy : theory and practice for teachers and clinicians

Glucocorticosteroids inflammation and bronchial hyperreactivity : symposium at the 3rd Congress of the European Society of Pneumology, Basel, September 19, 1984 / editors, J.C. Hogg, R. Ellul-Micallef, R. Brattsand

Aviv, Jonathan E.
FEESST : flexible endoscopic evaluation of swallowing with sensory testing / Jonathan E. Aviv, Thomas Murry

Fleisch, Herbert
Bisphosphonates in bone disease : from the laboratory to the patient

Wold, Gloria Hoffmann
Basic geriatric nursing
EMQs for surgery / edited by Louis J. Fligelstone & Alun H. Davies

RD82.3.B75 2005
Bricker, Simon
Short answer questions in anaesthesia : an approach to written (and oral) answers

RD546.F359
Fan, Sheung Tat
Living donor liver transplantation

RD560.M47 2009 A/V
Merriman's assessment of the lower limb / edited by Ben Yates

RD768.G74
Greenhalgh, Sue
Red flags : a guide to identifying serious pathology of the spine / Sue Greenhalgh, James Selfe

RG110.O9932
Oxford handbook of obstetrics and gynaecology / edited by S. Arulkumaran, I. Symonds, A. Fowlie

RG571.O28 2004
Obstetric intensive care manual. - 2nd ed. / editor, Michael R. Foley ; assistant editors, Thomas H. Strong, Jr., Thomas J. Garite

RG950.A2D558
Dimond, Bridgit
The legal aspects of midwifery

RG950.M536
Midwifery by ten teachers / edited by Debbie Holmes, Philip N. Baker

RJ47.3.E39
Educating children with velo-cardio-facial syndrome / Donna Cutler-Landsman, editor

RJ48.C575 1999
Clinical handbook of pediatrics / editor, M. William Schwartz ; associate editors, Louis M. Bell ... [et al.]

RJ48.M358 2001
Manual of clinical problems in pediatrics : with annotated key references / editor, Kenneth B. Roberts

RJ245.M87 2005
Murphy, Angela C.
Study guide to accompany Wong's essentials of pediatric nursing, 7th ed.
Pediatric acute care / editors, Mary W. Lieh-Lai, Katherine A. Ling-McGeorge, Maria C. Asi-Bautista

Pediatric cardiology / Walter H. Johnson, Jr., James H. Moller

Family-focused behavioral pediatrics

Invisible boundaries : psychosis and autism in children and adolescents / edited by Didier Houzel and Maria Rhode

Pocket guide to medications used in dermatology / Andrew J. Scheman, David L. Severson

Pocket guide to medications used in dermatology / Andrew J. Scheman, David L. Severson

Schlenker, Eleanor D.
Williams' essentials of nutrition and diet therapy. - 9th ed. / Eleanor D. Schlenker, Sara Long

RM701.C358
Cameron, Michelle H.
Physical agents in rehabilitation handbook : ultrasound, electrical stimulation & laser light / Michelle H. Cameron, Jennifer A. Rohl

RM871.F683
Fox, John
Practical electrotherapy : a guide to safe application / John Fox, Tim Sharp

Brooker, Chris
Churchill Livingstone's dictionary of nursing

RT31.D659 1996
Donahue, M. Patricia
Nursing, the finest art : an illustrated history

RT41.E39 2007
Elkin, Martha Keene
Nursing interventions & clinical skills / [edited by] Martha Keene Elkin, Anne Griffin Perry, Patricia A. Potter
An emerging framework: data system advances for clinical nursing practice

Peterson, Veronica

Just the facts: a pocket guide to basic nursing / Veronica "Ronnie" Peterson

Smith, Sandra F.

Instructor's resource manual and checklist for clinical nursing skills: basic to advanced skills / Sandra F. Smith, Donna J. Duell, Barbara C. Martin

Theory and practice of nursing: an integrated approach to caring practice / edited by Lynn Basford, Oliver Slevin

Canobbio, Mary M.

Mosby's handbook of patient teaching
Pye, P.W.
Floors and flooring: performance, diagnosis, maintenance, repair and the avoidance of defects / P.W. Pye, H.W. Harrison

TH6024.W66 2003

Woolley, Leslie
Sanitation details / Leslie Woolley; edited by Phil Stronach

TK9145.A533

Angelo, Joseph A.
Nuclear technology

TS155.S532 2004

Slack, Nigel
Operations management / Nigel Slack, Stuart Chambers, Robert Johnston

TS155.S84 2009

Stevenson, William J.
Operations management

TS1445.K336 2007

Kadolph, Sara J.
Textiles
The nuclear war file / compiled by Christopher Chant and Ian Hogg

Tardy, Thierry
European security in a global context : internal and external dynamics

Moureau, Francois
De bonne main : la communication manuscrite au XVIIIe siecle

Shepherd, E.G.
Typography for students

Memoria e futuro dei documenti su carta = Memory and future of paper documents : preservare per conservare / a cura di Antonio Zappala

Bogh, Knud
Three centuries at the Royal Library